1. What day is it, today, in the Church’s calendar?

2. From which book of the Bible is today’s first reading?

3. From which Psalm is today’s Responsorial taken?

4. From which book of the Bible is today’s second reading?
   In this reading, St. Paul tells us that Jesus saved us and calls us to what kind of life?
   How can kids your age lead this kind of life?

5. From which Gospel is today’s reading taken?

6. What do we call the event which takes place in today’s Gospel?

7. What is the definition of “transfiguration?” (Hint: Do you know what “transfigure” means?)

8. Who went with Jesus to the mountain?
   Who suddenly appeared with Jesus?

9. Which future event does Jesus refer to at the end of this reading?
   Have you been doing anything for Lent lately? It can be something small, like saying an extra prayer or giving up a small comfort. What can you do, this week, to make your Lent special?
1. Today is the _______________ Sunday of _______________

2. From which book of the Bible is today’s first reading?
   - Genesis  - Exodus  - Leviticus  - Numbers  - Deuteronomy

3. From which Psalm is today’s Responsorial taken? Psalm _______________

4. From which book of the Bible is today’s second reading?
   - Revelations  - Jude  - 1 Timothy  - 2 Timothy  - Acts

5. From which Gospel is today’s reading taken?

6. What do we call the event which takes place in today’s Gospel?
   - Jesus’s Baptism  - The Institution of the Eucharist  - The Transfiguration

7. Who was with Jesus in this reading? (There are three correct answers!)

8. Who else appeared with Jesus on the mountain?
   (a) God the Father and the Holy Spirit.
   (b) Elijah and Moses  (c) Mary and Joseph

9. Which future event does Jesus refer to at the end of this reading?
   (a) His death and passion.  (b) The beginning of the Church.
   (c) His Resurrection after His death.

10. Have you been doing anything special for Lent? Do something extra this week.
    - pray every morning or evening.  - do a secret good deed  - read your Bible
    - talk to a kid who’s lonely  - kneel in front of a crucifix  - give up candy
    - read about Jesus’ Passion  - pray the Stations of the Cross  - give up t.v.
    - learn a new prayer  - pray for someone every day  - be cheerful all day